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experience learned from four-and-a-half years of war, it is
temptingly easy for us to criticise—to dogmatise—to say that
the disaster was due to this or to that; that headlong, piece-
meal attacks were futile; that the urgency of the situation
was misrepresented by General Townshend; that commanders
failed and staffs were inept; that everywhere there was
administrative chaos and tactical misdirection. In some
measure, these criticisms may be true, but in what, measure
cannot be judged from the bare outlines contained in this
history. Before condemning,, we must study the operations
in detail. If we make this study, we shall find commanders
compelled to act on insufficient information; unqualified
Staffs improvised at the last moment; troops untrained
to the conditions of open warfare asked to attack across
the desert, or to assault trenches unsupported by the
artillery or the trench mortars to which they had been
accustomed in France : in short, we shall find that while
making war we were learning war. That is, and always has
been, a national characteristic—the natural corollary to our
attitude towards military preparations in time of peace.
Even from the outline given in this chapter, however, we
may glean a few outstanding points of which the significance
is self evident. First, is the interdependence of strategy,
tactics, and administration. Tactical and strategical plans
failed because administration was not equal to moving and
supplying troops, to preventing unnecessary physical suflering
—which begets mistrust—and to maintaining morale. General
Mxon, in deciding to stand at Kut, ignored the facts that
Ms administrative services could not cope with the force
required either to relieve Kut or to resume the offensive; that
the Tigris Corps was short of land transport, heavy artillery
and high-explosives, bridging material and medical comforts;
that the army was short of river transport. As Sir William
Robertson, Chief of the Imperial General Staff, said, ". . . .
"'the administrative situation was the determining factor/*
Next, is the value of efficient staff work—the effective
discharge of the responsibilities of the staff to the commander
and the troops. In the Tigris Corps, staffs were improvised
from among officers who had had no suitable training; there
were constant changes in personnel; units arrived in the
theatre of war in advance of the staffs of their formations.
The consequence was that the Corps lacked cohesion, and its
organisation suffered because, in order to avoid overloading
Divisional staffs, too many units were retained under Corps
control. Freshi to warfare, fresh to the East, taking over

